Signant SmartSignals eCOA: Scale Management

QUALITY
COAs,
RELIABLE
RESULTS
When it comes to implementing reliable COA scales in clinical studies, sponsors often face common
challenges that can add unexpected time and costs. See how our end-to-end scale management
services can simplify the interactions, permissions, contracts, and processes inherent in the selection
and implementation of validated instruments to generate high-quality data for all endpoints.

HOW CAN SCALE MANAGEMENT IMPROVE YOUR NEXT STUDY?
01

Apply study-appropriate clinical outcome assessments: Our experts can identify, recommend,
and obtain COA versions and translations that meet your clinical objectives.

02

Reduce study startup lead time: Our experts understand the nuances of licensing and have
close, active relationships with many copyright holders, which can be helpful when acquiring
instruments on your behalf.

03

Minimize data errors: Electronic versions of questionnaires and other instruments will be
validated through careful review in collaboration with copyright owners.

DID YOU KNOW?

Signant’s eCOA, Electronic Clinician Ratings, and Rater Training solutions can also be leveraged
to improve accuracy and consistency of COA data.
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OUR SCALE MANAGEMENT PROCESS AND BENEFITS
Our scale management services can help sponsors overcome unique challenges that put studies at risk,
reduce workloads for study teams, and improve the overall quality of clinical trial endpoints.
See how each step of our process can optimize your data journey from start to finish:

SELECTION

LICENSING & ACQUISITION

TRANSLATION(S)

Signant’s Clinical Science Team will
recommend COAs or scale versions based on
indication and concepts of interest defined by
the study protocol.

Reduce the workload associated with licensing
and cost negotiations. Signant experts will
leverage their collaborative partnerships
to identify copyright owners and acquire
scale source documents, streamlining the
contracting process.

Our localization team can initiate and complete
translations/linguistic validation, obtain
copyright holder approvals, and provide
sponsors with final versions of translated COAs.

ELECTRONIC MIGRATION

FULFILLMENT & DISTRIBUTION OF PAPER SCALES

Our team will manage any required translations of validated paper
instruments before migrating them to an electronic modality and obtain
any associated copyright holder approvals.

We also support study teams who collect data on paper by creating studyspecific source documents in the correct format, including study header
and footer fields, and distributing assessments to sites/sponsors.

OUR SOLUTIONS ARE BETTER TOGETHER
UNLOCK THE FULL VALUE OF eCOA

eC ONSE NT
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Explore the Full Suite →
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WHO IS SIGNANT HEALTH?
Signant Health is the evidence generation company. We are focused on leveraging software, deep
therapeutic and scientific knowledge, and operational expertise to consistently capture, aggregate,
and reveal quality evidence for clinical studies across traditional, virtual, and hybrid trial models.
For more than 20 years, over 400 sponsors and CROs of all sizes - including all Top 20 pharma have trusted Signant solutions for remote and site-based eCOA, eConsent, RTSM, supply chain
management, and data quality analytics. Learn more at www.signanthealth.com.
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